Ordering Already-Designed Fabric
for the Pets 3-N-1 Quilt
Many quilters will want to experiment with pictures of PETS to make a 3-N-1 quilt. If you want to PRACTICE
with three already-prepared images, you are most welcome to use a sample provided for this purpose. One image
file has already been designed for your immediate use. If you use that prepared fabric, your quilt might look
something like the following (with the exception of the outside frame/border):

To order the already-prepared FABRIC for the Pets quilt:
1. The quickest way to locate this fabric is to click on the link: http://www.spoonflower.com/profiles/angel7777
and then click on the fabric with the title “3-N-1 Pets.” (See the image on the next page to make sure you’re getting the correct one.) Now Sign in and go to STEP 2 below.
Note: If this is your first purchase with Spoonflower, you’ll need to provide a few details. BUT, this is a very SAFE company, and this
needs to be done only for your first visit.
Note: An alternative (and more complex) method to the above is to go directly to www.spoonflower.com, SIGN IN, click on SHOP, then
on FABRIC. The NAME of this design is “3-N-1 Pets.” To find THIS fabric, look for a SEARCH window (on the left), type in “3-N-1
Pets,” then click GO. (Sometimes you will need to scroll waaaaay down to find it, but be persistent.) AFTER you locate this specific
fabric, CLICK ON THE DESIGN.

2. After this fabric appears inside the purchase window, you will want to make some selections:
A. Choose your TYPE OF FABRIC: The “Basic Combed Cotton” works nicely. You may REQUEST the
“Basic Cotton Ultra” if you are a Spoonflower member. This makes the colors a little brighter.
B. AMOUNT OF FABRIC TO ORDER: It will take ONE YARD for this quilt. To make sure you
are ordering ONE YARD, FIRST click on the down arrow (to the right of the words “Fat Quarter”) and then
click on the word YARDS. Now click on the QUANTITY of ONE (in the “QTY” box to the LEFT of YARDS,
to indicate that you want ONE YARD). Note

that one yard will yield TWO QUILTS.

C. Now click on ADD TO CART. (This icon appears in the gold rectangle below the price).
D. You can finish with your shipping address, etc. If you have any questions, the Spoonflower “Chat” is typically online during normal working hours. Otherwise, under CONNECT or HELP, you can email an agent at
Spoonflower. I will be happy to answer any questions for which I might have an answer, but for ORDERING,
you might need to contact Spoonflower.
E. The printing and shipping time will likely be approximately a week to ten days.
Note that the image you will see in Spoonflower’s ORDERING WINDOW will resemble the following (except
that TWO of these can be seen with one below the other):

(You can click on “ZOOM” below the image in order to see ALL of it.) Feel free to use one of these for
“practice” and the other one to give as a gift.
For anyone wanting to experiment with creating this file in your own computer, go back to the web page and
download all three of these complimentary images into your own computer, and use them to your heart’s content!

Refer to the book TRISPECTIVE, 3-N-1 Quilts, by Flora Joy, published
by the American Quilter’s Society, www.americanquilter.com for complete instructions regarding how to finish this quilt. Copies may also be
available at your local quilt shop.
Have FUN!!!

